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We report on complex admittance measurements on ZrO2:Y2O3 ~YSZ! thin films in the parallel
plate geometry. Highly textured YSZ thin films, grown by rf sputtering, allow measuring complex
admittance free of the effect of charge blocking at grain boundaries. We have examined
low-temperature~close to room temperature! regime dominated by association of oxygen vacancies.
Complex admittance analyzed in terms of the modulus formalism supplies information on
correlation effects in ion motion and allows obtaining an association energy for the oxygen
vacancies of 0.45 eV, in agreement with previous theoretical calculations. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343852#
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Thin films of ionically conducting materials have open
new paths for applications in thin film batteries and oth
miniaturized devices like fuel cells or gas sensors, and h
focused considerable attention in recent years.1–3 Yttria sta-
bilized zirconia, ZrO2:Y2O3, ~YSZ! is one of the most ex-
tensively studied fast anionic conductors due to the high
ues of the oxygen conductivity~0.1 S/cm! at high
temperatures (1000 °C).4 Doping with Y2O3 is known to sta-
bilize at room temperature the cubic fluorite structure
ZrO2, and to supply the oxygen vacancies responsible for
ionic conduction. Although the high-temperature conduct
ity of bulk YSZ samples has been extensive
investigated,5–7 open questions remain on the low tempe
ture ~close to room temperature! conduction mechanism
Oxygen vacancies are known to be associated to defect
ters, and since not all oxygen sites are equivalent, this m
enhance correlations in the low temperature diffuss
process.7,8 Aside from their interest for applications, thin film
samples are very adequate to address this issue for two
reasons. Most electrical conductivity measurements in s
electrolytes require parallel plate geometry, such that
contacts surface~S! is large compared to the sample thic
ness~d!. Sometimes this may not be easy to achieve in b
samples; thin films, on the other hand, are naturally w
suited to match this requirement, and largeAS/d ratios allow
extending the measurable conductivity values in the l
temperature range. Additionally, ceramic bulk samples sh
significant blocking of charge carriers at grain boundari
which frequently obscures the bulk response making the
termination of the conductivity somehow difficult. In th
respect, highly textured~or epitaxial! films in parallel plate
geometry constitute an interesting alternative to measure
bulk ionic conductivity.

In this letter, we report a study of the electrical condu
tivity relaxation in thin film YSZ samples using the perpe
dicular ~parallel plate! geometry. This has allowed examin
ing the relatively unexplored low temperature regim
dominated by association of oxygen vacancies. Complex
mittance analyzed in terms of the modulus formalism s

a!Electronic mail: carletas@eucmax.sim.ucm.es
6100003-6951/2001/78(5)/610/3/$18.00
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plies information on correlation effects in ion motion an
allows obtaining an association energy for the oxygen vac
cies in agreement with previous theoretical calculations.

YSZ films were deposited by rf diode sputtering o
MgO~100! single crystal substrates. Prior to YSZ depositio
a gold layer 200 Å thick was evaporated on the substrate
act as a bottom contact for electrical characterizati
Growth temperature was 650 °C and the sputtering atm
sphere was an Ar/O2 admixture. Sandwich structures fo
electrical measurements were defined evaporating 1 m2

gold spots on the surface of films. Film thickness was in
range 500–800 nm to avoid shorts through pinholes. Adm
tance spectroscopy was measured in the frequency rang
Hz–1 MHz using an LCR meter HP 4284A, at temperatu
comprised between 300 and 580 K. Measurements were
ducted under high purity N2 flow to ensure an inert atmo
sphere.

Thin films had an yttria molar content of 8%, i.e
8% mol Y2O3-ZrO2, determined by EDS from the Y/Zr ratio
and using an YSZ single crystal as a standard. The inse
Fig. 1 shows an x-ray diffraction pattern of a typical YS
film grown on MgO/Au. Films are strongly~h00! textured
despite the presence of the 200 Å thick base gold layer.
width at half maximum~FWHM! of the rocking curves
around the~200! peak are found to be 0.7° wide. Cross se
tional SEM observations of YSZ films confirmed a colum
like structure with no grain boundaries perpendicular to
growth direction. The highly textured growth of the sampl
ensures that in the parallel plate geometry current flow is
limited by grain boundaries.

Figure 1 shows a complex specific impedance plot of
thin film sample at a temperature of 558 K. For comparis
data of a sintered ceramic at a temperature of 572 K an
single crystal at 558 K have been included in the same
ure. Since the Y/Zr ratio were slightly different for the var
ous samples, temperatures have been chosen for all sam
to have a similar value of the dc conductivity. It can b
readily observed that a second semicircle appears in the
ramic sample as a result of charge blocking at grain bou
aries, while for the thin film sample one can clearly separ
the bulk contribution~of interest here! from other relaxation
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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processes including grain boundary blocking effects. Fig
2~a! shows the real part of the conductivity as a function
frequency for several temperatures. Only at the highest t
peratures a decrease of the conductivity is observed at
lowest frequencies, which may be ascribed to blocking
carriers at the electrodes. Aside from this effect, a well
veloped nondispersive dc conductivity is observed ove
wide temperature range with no signs of charge blocking
grain boundaries, as expected from the columnar grow
When frequency is increased a crossover occurs to a po
law dependent ac conductivity of the formvn. Complex
conductivity can thus be phenomenologically described
the Jonscher’s expression:9

s* ~v!5sdc@11~ j v/vp!n# , ~1!

frequently observed in ionic conductors. The exponentn was
close to 0.6,vp is a crossover frequency, andsdc is the dc
conductivity. Power laws in the conductivity have been
cribed to a nonrandom hopping mechanism resulting fr
many body interactions between charge carriers and the
tional exponentn is a measure of the index of correlation.9,10

When temperature is decreased an increase inn is observed
towardsn51. This regime, known as ‘‘constant loss,’’ ha
been previously observed in other materials,11 and although
its origin is still not well understood, it seems to be related
vibration of ions within their wells.12

FIG. 1. Complex specific impedance plots for thin film, ceramic, and syn
cryslal YSZ samples of similar yttria contents. Temperatures have b
selected to yield a similar dc conductivity value for all samples. The in
shows an x-ray diffraction pattern of a YSZ thin film grown on MgO with
200 Å gold base layer.

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of the real part of the conductivity~a! and of
the imaginary part of the electric modulus~b! at several temperatures be
tween 307 and 572 K.
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An alternative time domain image of the effects of co
relations in the relaxation of the conductivity can be obtain
from the modulus formalism,13,14 which describes the relax
ation of the electric fieldE at constant displacement vecto
D. Figure 2~b! shows the imaginary part of the electr
modulus at several temperatures. The electric field de
function F(t) is obtained as:

M* ~v!5M`F12E
0

`

~2dF/dt!e2 j vtdtG ~2!

where M̀ is the inverse of the high frequency dielectr
permittivity. Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts ~KWW!,
‘‘stretched’’ exponential decay functions of the form:

F~ t !5exp@2~ t/t* !b# ~3!

have been obtained fitting modulus plots to expression~2!.
t* is a temperature activated relaxation time and 0,b,1.
The stretched exponential parameterb describes the slowing
down of the relaxation process as a result of correlated
hopping,15–17such that one expectsb to be close to zero for
strongly correlated ion motion and one for random Deb
like hops. An exponentb50.4560.02 is obtained from the
fits over the whole temperature range. Following the meth
proposed by other authors15 an average relaxation time ca
be obtained as

^t&5E
0

`

F~ t !dt5G~1/b!t* /b,

whereG is the Euler’s gamma function. The dc conductivi
can thus be obtained according to the expression15–17 s0

5«0«` /^t&, where«0 is the free space dielectric consta
and «` is the high frequency relative permittivity, whic
takes a value of 27, practically temperature independent.
fact that modulus maxima of Fig. 2~b! have a temperature
independent amplitude supports the temperature inde
dence ofb and«` .

Figure 3 displays the dc conductivity data, obtained fro
fits to expressions~1! and ~2!, in an Arrhenius plot. An ac-
tivation energyEs51.0060.03 eV is obtained over more
than nine decades. This activation energy agrees with pr
ously reported values for single crystalline or ceram

e
n
t

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of dc conductivity in thin fi
YSZ(8%mol Y2O3) ~solid circles!. Data correspond to a bulk sample wit
similar composition are shown for comparison~open diamonds!. Solid line
is a fit to an Arrhenius temperature dependence.
euse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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samples with similar compositions.18,19For comparison, data
corresponding to a bulk sample of the same composi
have been included in the figure. It can be observed that
use of thin film samples allows extending the measur
range.

According to Ngai’s coupling model20 the dc conductiv-
ity activation energy and the exponentb can be used to
obtain the single ion microscopic activation energy,Em , as
Em5bEs . A value of 0.45 eV results forEm , which is in
very good agreement with the value of 0.49 eV reported21 for
the association energy of oxygen vacancies. This stron
suggests that the microscopic activation may be triggered
oxygen vacancy association, and that the lattice~as opposed
to ion–ion interaction! may be playing a significant role in
establishing correlations for ion motion.

In summary, we have grown highly textured YSZ th
films free of grain boundaries parallel to the substrate. Co
plex admittance measurements in the perpendicular ge
etry have allowed to extend the low temperature conducti
measurements down to the 10212V21 cm21 range to study
the effect of correlations on ion transport. The analysis of
dispersive admittance using the modulus formalism supp
a temperature independent KWW exponent of 0.45. Us
the coupling model, a microscopic activation energy of 0
eV is obtained, which agrees with previous calculations
the association energy of oxygen vacancies.
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